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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is not a typical application scenario of cloud storage? 

A. e-Government cloud 

B. Operation cloud 

C. Private cloud 

D. Policing cloud 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

In the cluster communication architecture employed by an N8500 clustered NAS system, modules such as the resource
agent, HAD, GAB, and Low Latency Transport (LLT) must collaborate to implement cluster communication. 

Which of the following statements about the work mechanisms of these modules are correct? (Select three) 

A. The agent monitors the resources of each system and provides the status information for the HAD of each machine. 

B. If a cluster node is abnormal or faulty, the HAD takes correct actions, for example, performing a failover. 

C. The GAB implements a point-to-point communication mechanism. The master node sends the other cluster nodes
the information that needs to be synchronized. 

D. LLT is a MAC-layer protocol unrelated to IP layer. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 3

Before installing software for an OceanStor 9000 storage system, you must prepare required tools, cables, and software
packages. Which of the following statements about this preparation is incorrect? 

A. The SSH client software is required for remote access. 

B. An FTP upload tool is required for uploading installation packages to storage nodes. 

C. The OceanStor 9000 storage system software is required, which contains the OceanStor SystemReporter suite. 

D. A network cable is required for connecting the management PC to the OceanStor 9000 management network port. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Huawei OceanStor 9000 uses the erasure code technology to protect data. A site has six nodes, and the customer
requires that data can be restored if three of the disks where a stripe is distributed are faulty. 

Which redundancy levels can be used to meet the requirement? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. 4+3:1 

B. 6+3 

C. 4+2 

D. 6+4:1 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements about the simple file system of the N8500 clustered NAS storage systems is
incorrect? 

A. Data of a simple file system is stored in sequence on the data disks where the file system resides. 

B. A simple file system reads and writes multiple subdisks simultaneously, providing higher performance than reading
and writing a single disk. 

C. The volume of a simple file system is formed by the subdisks of multiple data disks. 

D. The simple file system is applicable to scenarios having no special performance or security requirements. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

If a third-party cabinet is used in the equipment room, which aspects must be checked? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. Load bearing capability of the equipment room floor. 

B. Cabinet parameters. 

C. Power supply system of the cabinet. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following statements about block storage management is incorrect? 

A. Administrators can view the volumes created by project users and administrators. 

B. Administrators can create, view, or delete block storage service levels. 
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C. If the status of a volume fails to be updated in a timely manner, administrators can manually update the status. 

D. Storage resources are allocated to users through block resource pools. Administrators can view, modify, or delete
resource pools. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Among the OceanStor 9000 nodes, there is no need to consider IPMI management networking for C72 nodes. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

The OceanStor 9000 allows the clients using different protocols to access the same directory or file simultaneously. For
example, Windows clients (using the CIFS protocol), Linux clients (using the NFS protocol), and Mac OS X clients
(using the CIFS protocol or NFS protocol). 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

An N8500 clustered NAS engine does not need to be equipped with power modules. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

If an engine node of an N8500 storage system cannot be started, which of the following measures is incorrect? 

A. Replace the CPUs. 

B. Replace the memory. 

C. Replace the Fibre Channel interface cards. 
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D. Replace the main board. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

If an OceanStor 9000 storage system consists of three P nodes and uses GE for the front-end network, how many IP
addresses must be planned for the front-end service network segment? 

A. 17 

B. 18 

C. 19 

D. 20 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

If homedir is enabled and a directory is specified, the OceanStor 9000 will automatically create a user directory for each
user in the specified directory when local users or domain users access the OceanStor 9000 from clients for the first
time. The users are authorized to read and write their own user directories. Other users, however, cannot access those
user directories by default. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

An N8500 provides synchronous volume mirroring, which is similar to implementation of RAID 1 for the file system. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

The flexible space of the OceanStor 9000 is attributed to the scale-out architecture, scalability from 3 to 288 nodes, and
support for global namespace. 

A. True 
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B. False 

Correct Answer: A 
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